Frequency specific modulation of bone adaptation by induced electric fields.
A frequency specificity for the response of bone tissue to a physical stimulus is proposed. This is obtained by comparing the spectral power of exogenously induced electric fields to the efficacy of those fields to inhibit immobilization induced bone loss in an in vivo model of skeletal adaptation. Analysis of a family of related waveforms shows that the effectiveness of the induced electric fields could be related to the induced spectral power below approximately 75 Hz. The analysis suggests that bone tissue may be extremely sensitive to induced power levels at or below this frequency, as amplitude variations of less than a factor of two within this range correspond to significantly different bone remodeling responses. The analysis also suggests that bone tissue may be strongly frequency selective, with bone capable of responding specifically to induced power in this osteogenic frequency band, even though the band includes less than 0.1% of the total induced power. As normal functional activity generates strain components encompassing this osteogenic frequency band, a distinct frequency selectivity may indicate that the tissue response is tuned to a specific endogenous stimulus. A detailed characterization of the frequency response of bone tissue could well point to the primary source for the control of the cells responsible for functional adaptation in the skeleton.